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HERE WE ARE AGAIN! 
Yes in “Lock Down” in many European Countries. 

 

What would you do if there was a recurring microbial infection in your plant?  

Of course you would adopt the tried & tested QA approach – Corrective & Preventative 

Actions, Measurements, Trends, Compliance, Reviewing Effectiveness, Personnel Training, 

Cleaning Validation, Restricted Access ……... It’s a useful analogy for this epidemic; and 

food for thought.  

In this edition 

“BELL CURVE”, NIR, & Dr FAUCI      DOWN SOUTH  CAPITAL BUDGETS part 2 

  

Tony Dunford 

What do the “Bell Curve”, NIR technology, and Dr Fauci, have in common? 

The article below by Fardj Belherir summarises a vital cornerstone of our industry. 

(And CONGRATULATIONS if you have already guessed the connection) 

 

When industrial mass production arrived some 100 years ago, industrialists - specifically their technicians - 

faced the question of how to get all (or almost all) of the production to meet the quality specifications 

without 100% testing all items for all criteria. 

In effect mathematics came to the financial & quality rescue by offering the same tools that are essential 

today. Then, as now, small as well as large series are analysed and managed at all stages of the 

manufacturing process by " STATISTICS" (answer!). 

Statistical quality control emerged in the United States in 1924 at Western Electric's Hawthorne factory near 

Chicago1. 

As young graduates in the Pharma Industry, one of the 1st applications of statistics many of us encountered 

was the “Bell Curve” visualisation of the distribution of sample tablet weights to show conformity or not, of 

the whole batch, to the specification. 

The key consideration is the relationship between sample size, and the % probability regarding conforming & 

non-conforming items in a batch. It is impractical to test many samples for certain criteria – THINK 

MUNITIONS. Many industries now make use of the Military Standards2 that were published & deployed to 

overcome these difficulties, to decide the relevant sample size per batch etc. 

Now we find all functions - R&D, clinical trials, production, QC & QA – using and relying on statistical tools, to 

cure or prevent problems; and predict outcomes. 

For example Galenisys are currently involved in the effort to use statistics to demonstrate the equivalence of 

Near Infra-Red technology (“NIR”) as a QC laboratory method of analysis and for manufacturing process 

control; compared to a reference method. 

In addition, the need to predict the appearance of event (s) - at least to better understand the future or to 

help in decision-making1 - has led to the emergence of probabilistic (or stochastic) tools and other modelling 

methods; in addition to the usual statistics. 

No wonder the scientists involved in the fight against the COVID epidemic make use of, and insist on 

reference to, the statistical interpretation of clinical trials data; and to infection sample results for guidance 

to current & future rates in the whole population. 

No wonder that it’s Dr Fauci who has the credibility and respect. 
Fardj Belherir 

1 Statistical Quality Control Handbook of Western Electric Inc., First edition 1956 
2 MIL – STD 105 
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It is not infrequently that one of our industry colleagues has to face problems with the 

asepsis of his sterile manufacturing room, and is forced to invest heavily in upgrading 

the facilities and/or in the retraining of the production staff. It may be the bad results 

of a media fill test or a succession of unusual microbiological test results or even audit 

report non compliances that trigger the corrective actions. It may also be a 

combination of those factors that our colleagues need to confront & rectify. 

In SOUTH AMERICA lately, we had the opportunity to advise on the refurbishment of an 

injections manufacturing area that included: redesigning people & material flows, the 

implementation of suitable airlocks (personnel and materials), changes in the HVAC 

system, in the air class of the different rooms, & incorporating RABs at critical points in 

the filling process. This advice enabled the clients’ Plant Manager & his Engineer to 

dramatically reduce the costs of the modification of the filling facilities, by managing 

the transformation themselves, compared to the “design & build” quote from an 

engineering company. 

Thousands of kilometres away, in SOUTHERN EUROPE, another sterile manufacturing 

plant, had got into trouble.  QA results had prompted senior management to conclude 

that extensive monitoring of the behavioural aspects of the sterile suite staff was 

necessary, (the physical facilities of the aseptic filling area were judged to be suitable 

for purpose}. Reviewing the details, Galenisys firmly agreed. We were involved in many 

weeks of staff behaviourial observation, discussions with management & personnel, 

plus subsequent retraining of the manufacturing staff; in order to put the area back 

into compliance. 

A very similar situation was faced by another plant manager in SOUTH ASIA. For this 

client the Galenisys solution was based on the same steps and experts; adapted to the 

different environment and culture. This once again reinstated compliance. 

In all three cases, the plant manager / QA function – being aware of our particular 

expertise - had the good sense to contact Galenisys for help. It was our observations, 

judgement, discussions & retraining proposals which provided the clients with 

solutions they could accept & implement. 

 

If you wish to have expert assistance and input for any aspect of sterile manufacture 

then contact us. 

Our team of Galenisys Associates with decades of manufacturing & QA management 

experience; are the “go-to” specialists for resolving aseptic product problems, in 

whatever culture.  

Help starts at + 33 (0) 1 45554414 + 33 (0) 632329927 

 

GALENISYS IN THE SOUTH. 

Julio Varela reflects on problems solved at plants manufacturing sterile products, on 

three different continents. 

 



 

For further information on these and other topics in the Pharmaceutical Industry,  

please contact Steve Biddulph, Managing Director                                                                   

Mobile + 33 6 32 32 99 27  

email steve.biddulph@galenisys-pc.com 

 

CAPITAL BUDGET CHECKLIST – Part 2 – BUILDING THE BUDGET SUM 

 

In our September Issue Eric Gruber described the annual budget process, for a Pharma 

/ Med Dev Production Site Director. In this second article I’ve summarised building a 

credible and robust budget total for a project on such a manufacturing site. 

Tony Dunford 

 

 
PREAMBLE Tune the introduction to the Capital Expenditure Proposal (“CEP”), to the 

“direction of travel of the company”, with reference to the Product(s) for which the proposal is 

being made, the processes, and the maximum capacity the new facility will provide. 

SALES FORECASTS  Clearly reference the Sales & Marketing Departments Sales Forecasts 

for the Product(s); particularly a new product; or some earlier imperative already flagged. 

AVOID SHOCKS Ideally the CEP will not come as shock to the Board, having usefully 

been signalled in the multiyear budget previously. If not, have an early word with key 

management in advance of submission. 

COST EACH ITEM Identify a cost estimate for each equipment item in the process. Some 

estimates will be over, some under, actuals ; but “swings & roundabouts” will help iron out 

these variances. (Don’t rely on contingencies - these are for unknowns). 

WORK BREAKDOWN PACKAGES  It useful to break large projects down into discrete 

packages which will be designed / specified / purchased as an entity eg a filling line supplied, 

installed ,& validated. (Each package should have someone in the project team with defined 

responsibility for it). As design data / estimates become clear check there are not gaps 

between the packages; or overlaps, - or inconsistencies such as different standards.  

WORKS SERVICES  Keep Maintenance / Engineering in the loop so they can confirm that 

the increased demand on services can be accommodated, or advise on additions. 

HEALTH & SAFETY This should be a line item arising from assessment of risks & hazards.  

VALIDATION QA can be expected to input estimated costs of bought in services, and / or 

identifying the extent of in house work.  

GETTING THE ESTIMATES Previous projects can provide a basis for some costs. Whereas 

some companies have a Projects Department; the trend has been for the majors to 

increasingly contract out design, estimation, & validation to companies like Galenisys. 

Suppliers expecting to be on the tender lists for equipment are sources of budget quotes for 

identified packages.  

CONTINGENCIES It is common practice to include a sum (eg 10%) to cover unknown 

events, or difficulties, and changes introduced by Government or Regulatory Authorities. 

INFLATION Is not the problem it used to be in developed countries, but the budget should 

consider the effect of inflation over the project duration if based on an emerging market local 

currency. 

ASSUMPTIONS Definitely list the key assumptions on which the CEP is based. E.g. in the case 

of a product in development state the assumed date(s) when the process, finished product 

dosage & form are confirmed. Note the assumed time of Board Approval, external Planning 

Permission & so on.  

 


